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INTRODUCTION

During the period February l to 24, 1977, line 

cutting and subsequent geophysical surveys were performed 

over the Kidd 13 Group in Kidd Township.

The Kidd #3 Group consists of four, contiguous, 

unpatented mining claims located approximately 16 miles 

northwest of Timmins (roughly 3 miles west of the Kidd Creek 

Orebody). The four claims comprising the group occupy the 

north half of lot 9, Concession V, and include numbers:

P-452575-576 incl. and P-452595-596 incl.

Using ground transportation, the property is only 

accessible during the winter months. Two directions of ingress 

may be employed.

The easiest access, although not the most reliable, 

follows Highway 629 ^ Kraft Creek Road - Sturgeon Falls Road 

to the northern part of Macdiarmid Township. From that point, 

the claim group is approximately 2 miles due east of the 

Sturgeon Falls Road via snowmobile. Alternatively, a series 

of logging and bush roads leading west and north from Highway 

655 (Texas Gulf Highway), provide a second mode of access by 

snowmobile - an off-highway distance of approximately 8 miles.

TOPOGRAPHY

The northwestern corner of Kidd Township is covered 

by a fairly extensive spruce swamp, such that there is practically 

no sense of relief across the property. In the vicinity of the 

Creek and other low lying wet areas, large patches of alders are 

the typical vegetation.
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GENERAL GEOLOGY

The whole of Kidd Township lies within the Abitibi 

Volcanic Belt of Archean age, but to simplify the geology, 

only the northwest part of Kidd Township will be considered.

The main structural feature in the area is a 

syncline, centered about a narrow arm of Keewatin sediments. 

This arm extends northwest from a major sedimentary basin 

occupying a large area in parts of Kidd, Wark, Murphy and 

Jessop Townships. The sedimentary sequence within the basin 

includes a mixture of greywacke, arkose, siltstone and 

argillite, plus volcanogenic sediments, tuffs and subordinate 

volcanic flows.
The synclinal axis is interpreted to pass within a 

half mile of the west boundary of Kidd #3 - the axis apparently 

swinging north from the terminus of the sediments towards 

Carnegie Township (see geological map following),

Thus, the rocks proposed to underlie the property 

are older Archean volcanics. The volcanics should consist of 

mafic to felsic members, exhibiting a north to northwesterly 

strike and a steep west to southwesterly dip.

PREVIOUS WORK

For a brief period previous to, and certainly since 

the discovery of the Kidd Creek Orebody, the north Timmins 

area has undergone extensive exploration. Most of the work 

generated in the search for base metals, however, is unavailable, 

due to the fact that a large portion of the ground held in 

Kidd Township is patented.
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The claims adjacent to the Kidd #3 Group were 

earlier explored by Bunker Hill Extension Mine
s Limited 

(see claim map in frontspiece for property loc
ation).

To hold their 12 claims in good stead, several
 

drill holes were filed for assessment. South and east of 

Kidd #3 (in the south half of lot 7 , Cone. V), a series 

of five holes were drilled. These holes encountered various 

widths of andesitic to dacitic flows, plus str
ongly graphitic 

tuffs and fragmentals.

The volcanic flows were variably sheared and 

ehloritized, locally brecciated and amygdaloidal. The 

graphitic members were typically soft and carb
onatized with 

fairly numerous volcanic and cherty fragments 
varying from 

V to 4" in size. Generally, only minor disseminated pyrite 

was noted in the graphitic zones, while minor 
disseminated 

pyrite, pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite could be f
ound in the 

volcanic flows.

To the northeast, a second series of holes were 

drilled by Bunker Hill, encountering similar r
ocks and 

graphitic conductors. In this more northerly area (the 

southernmost of these holes appear on the acco
mpanying plan), 

the volcanics included andesitic to dacitic fl
ows and pyro 

clastics. The flows were in general, either silicified o
r 

carbonatized, locally amygdaloidal. Several of the flow units 

were brecciated, with or without interstitial 
graphite. 

The tuff and agglomerate members contained var
iably sized 

fragments which were normally andesitic in com
position.

Heavily graphitic sections carried erratic amo
unts 

of sulphides - predominately pyrrhotite with minor chalco 

pyrite. The volcanics, on the other hand, were usually
 

without sulphides except in a few of the brecc
iated flows.
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Based on the results of magnetic and electro 

magnetic surveys performed over their four claims in the 

north half of lot 7 , Cone. VI, White Star Copper Mines 

Limited drilled one hole in 1968. The drill hole, sectioned 

a sequence of basaltic volcanics followed by rhyolite tuff 

and pillowed dacite.
A 400 gamma magnetic anomaly around the collar 

of the hole appeared to be related to the presence of fine 

magnetite throughout the basaltic volcanics - locally there 

were nodules, streaks and seams of magnetite.

The rhyolite tuff section was well .banded, hard 

and cherty. Angular shards and subrounded fragments to ^" 

were characteristic of the unit. Occasional, narrow, graphitic 

slips plus minor specks of pyrite, pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite 

were found throughout the zone.

The drill hole bottomed in a wide (193.5' core 

length) zone of pillowed dacite with accessory pyrrhotite, 

chalcopyrite and pyrite in the selvage zones *- no assays were 

reported.

INSTRUMENT USED

The survey was performed using a "Gr816" Precession, 

Total Field Magnetometer, equipped with a digital readout. 

This type of unit is easy to operate and,at the same time, 

conveniently portable.

SURVEY METHOD

All of the instrument readings were obtained along 

east-west picket lines spaced 400 feet apart, except in the
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area around line 00 where two intermediate lines were cut. 

Individual stations were taken at an interval of 100 feet 

and subsequently plotted on the accompanying plan.

Due to the accessory number of digits re-occurring 

with any total field measurements, a factor of 59,000 gammas 

was subtracted from each reading to simplify the presentation, 

Besides using 59,000 gammas as a base reading, diurnal 

calculations were carried out before these corrected readings 

were plotted.

RESULTS OF THE SURVEY

Considering the low magnetic relief across the 

property, very little additional geological information may 

be inferred from the survey. The regional magnetic maps, 

however, help to place the results in better perspective.

Regionally, the Kidd #3 Group lies near the 

northern extremity of an extensive, 2 *t mile wide, magnetic 

low. A fault, which is weakly expressed in the eastern 

portion of the property, can be traced across Kidd, and into 

Carnegie and Jessop Townships. In a regional sense, there is 

a subtle change in strike on either side of the fault - to the 

east, units trend northwesterly, while west of the fault, trends 

are more northerly. It would appear that there is an imprint of 

this regional strike in the western portion of the Kidd #3 Group. 

There, magnetic trends, although weak, generally head towards 

the north.

CONCLUSIONS

With very little accessory information obtained from 

the magnetic survey, it follows that exploration cannot proceed
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without supportive electromagnetic data. EM surveys, 

although completed, have not, as yet, been compiled, and 

proposals for further work must await the total analysis 

of exploration completed to date.

HOLLINGER EXPLORATION

March 16/1977 D.R. Alexander
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March 3, 1977,

Statement showing distribution of assessment days 
as a result of a geophysical mag. survey performed 
on mining claims P-452575-76 and P-452595-96, Kidd #3 
Group, Kidd Township, February l*-2 4, 1977————-—-.-.

Claim Number

P-452575 

452576

452595

452596 '

Assessment -Days

40

40

40

4.0 -

Total 160 days

HISS,.



Type rvey

ASSESSMENT WORK DETAILS 

Geophysical Mag. Survey

Township or Area.

Chief Line Cutler, 
or Contractor

A separate form is required for each type of si

Kidd #3 Group, Kidd Township 

_____Jack Chevalier_______
Name

General Delivery, South Porcupine,

42A1]Nwe56e 2. 2333 K IDD

Address

Party Chief W. H. King
OrvE.

c/o Hollinger Mines Iwsfntea r
Box 320, Tiitimins, Ontario

Address

Consultant.
Name

Address

Geological field mapping by.
Name

Address

COVERING DATES

Line Cutting. 

Field.  -

February 1-22, 1977

February 23-24, 1977
Instrument woik, geological mapping, sampling etc.

Office__February 25 - March 16, 1977

INSTRUMENT DATA

Make, Model and Type. G-816 Precession Mag.

± 1Scale Constant or Sensitivity.
Or provide copy of instrument data from Manufacturer's brochure.

Radiometric Background Count 

Number of Stations Within Claim Group 

Number of Readings Within Claim Group 

Number of Miles of Line cut Within Claim Group 

Number of Samples Collected Within Claim Group

286

295

5.5

CREDITS REQUESTED

Geological Survey 

Geophysical Survey 

Geochemical Survey 

TK Mar.21 f 1977

20 DAYS 
per claim

D

D 

D

40 DAYS 
per claim

f H 

D

Includes 
(Line cutting)

Show 
Check/

900

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
______List numerically_____

.P..-,

452576

452595

452596

TOTAL CLAIMS.

Send in Duplicate to:

FRED W. MATTHEWS 
SUPERVISOR-PROJECTS SECTION 
DEPARTMENT Of'MINES fc 
NORTHERN AFFAIRS 
WHITNEY BLOCK 
QUEEN'S PARK 
TORONTO, ONTARIO

.
Pe

/ya
erformance and coverage credits do not apply to airborne surveys



SUBMISSION OF GEOLOGICAL, GEOPHYSICAL AND GEOCHEMICAL SURVEYS

AS ASSESSMENT WORK

In order to simplify the filing of geological, geochemical and ground geophysical 
surveys for assessment work, the Minister has approved the following procedure under 
Section 84 (8a) of the Ontario Mining Act. This special provision does not apply to 
airborne geophysical surveys.

If, in the opinion of the Minister, a ground geophysical survey meets the 
requirements prescribed for such a survey, including:

(a) substantial and systematic coverage of each claim
(b) line spacing not exceeding 400 foot intervals
(c) stations not exceeding 100 foot intervals or
(d) the average number of readings per claim not less than 40 readings

it will qualify for a credit of 40 assessment work days for each claim so covered. It will 
not be necessary for the applicant to furnish any data or breakdown concerning the 
persons employed in the survey except for the names and addresses of those in charge of 
the various phases (linecutting contractor, etc.). It will be assumed that the required 
number of man days were spent in producing the survey to qualify for the specified 
credit.

Each additional ground geophysical survey using the same grid system and otherwise 
meeting these requirements will qualify for an assessment work credit of 20 days.

A geological survey using the same grid system, and meeting the requirements for 
submission of geological surveys for maximum credits will qualify for an assessment work 
credit of 20 days. If line cutting has not previously been reported with any other survey 
and is reported in conjunction with the geological survey a credit of 40 days per claim 
will be allowed for the survey.

Similarly, a geochemical survey using the same grid system with the average number 
of collected samples per claim being not less than 40 samples, and meeting the 
requirements for the submission of geochemical surveys for maximum credits, will qualify 
for an assessment work credit of 20 days. If line cutting has not previously been reported 
with any other survey and is reported in conjunction with the geochemical survey a 
credit of 40 days per claim will be allowed for the survey.

Credits for partial coverage or for surveys not meeting requirements for full credit 
will bc granted on a pro-rata basis.

If the credits are reduced for any reason, a fifteen day Notice of Intent will be 
issued. During this period, the applicant may apply to the Mining Commissioner for relief 
if his claims are jeopardized for lack of work or, if he wishes, may file with the 
Department, normal assessment work breakdowns listing the names of the employees and 
the dates of work. The survey would then be re-assessed to determine if higher credits 
may be allowed under the provisions of subsections 8 and 9 of section 84 of the Mining 
Act.

If new breakdowns are not submitted, the Performance and Coverage credits are 
confirmed to the Mining Recorder at the end of the fifteen days.



CARNEGIE TOWSHIP

CLAIM MAP OF NW KIDD TOWNSHIP

showing 

KIDD #3 GROUP

and 
properties discussed under

'PREVIOUS WORK 1

NdSf.

Scale: l'^2640'
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